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THE WEDDING OF YOUR DREAMS
IN BAROQUE SICILY

In the heart of Baroque Sicily, between terraces and flowered patios, the sinuous 
swimming pool and the incomparable setting of the Historic Villa, Borgo di Luce 

I Monasteri Golf Resort & SPA will win you over with its suggestive ancient spaces.

An enchantment
ancient millennia



RELIGIOUS WEDDING

A few kilometers from the Resort, between Syracuse and Noto,
there are many wonderful churches where you can celebrate

your wedding with a religious cerimony.

Ceremonies



CIVIL WEDDING

Civil ceremonies can be celebrated in places considered as a municipal house.
Nearby, in Syracuse and Noto there are many beautiful locations 

like the Municipal Theaters, Villa Reinmann, Palazzo Nicolaci Ducezio
and the ancient Loggia del Mercato.

SYMBOLIC WEDDING

Symbolic ceremonies, without legal value, can be also celebrated inside 
Borgo di Luce I Monasteri, where there are many beautiful setting.

The uncontaminated nature with typical citrus, lemon and prickly pear 
plantations, the panoramic golf lake, the romantic pigeon house, the ancient Villa 

with the splendid terrace “Il Balcone degli Agrumi” and the wonderful patio “Piazzetta 
della Luna” with the centuries-old Ficus Benjamin, are a suggestive setting for a special 

cerimony.



SICILY IS HERE
IN AN ANCIENT BENEDICTINE MONASTERY

We will tease the 5 senses of spouses and guests in a path made of 
innovation, attention to detail and impeccable service, while remaining faithful 

to ancient traditions

The essence of the island



IL CHIOSTRO
AN INTIMATE LOCATION, PERFECT FOR THE EVENING

Its peculiarity is confidentiality. Thanks to the patio surrounded by arcades
and from the ancient building with the olive tree in the center, this area can be 

reserved exclusively, ensuring maximum privacy for spouses and guests.
The Lounge Bar of the Club House is available.

CAPACITY 70 PEOPLE

Location



THE ANCIENT VILLA
A MAJESTIC JEWEL

It is the oldest part of the Resort with a Lounge Bar, with direct access
to the iconic outdoor terrace: Balcone degli Agrumi. The majestic stone staircase

leads to the large patio, the Piazzetta della Luna, with the Tree of Rebirth, the 
centuries-old ficus benjamin.

A perfect place for the reception and to welcome guests in the suites
with independent entrance that directly overlook the square.

The entire area can be reserved exclusively.

TERRACE CAPACITY 110 PEOPLE
PATIO CAPACITY 180 PEOPLE



IL TEMPIETTO
SUGGESTIVE ARABESQUE ATMOSPHERE

An Italian Riad with the unique charm and typical style of luxurious exotic gardens.
Thanks to the scenic central fountain, the citrus and tropical plants and the perfect mix 

of Sicilian and Arab atmospheres, this court represents a “Gates of Paradise”.

CAPACITY 120 PEOPLE

“LE CERAMICHE” RESTAURANT
THE ICONS OF SICILY

A refined space where the typical Sicilian ceramics - Moor’s heads, pine cones, tiles
and vases - embody the tradition of a land where everything is magic.

CAPACITY 60 PEOPLE



“LE NINFEE” RESTAURANT
WITH A VIEW ON THE GREEN

A large room with an outdoor terrace from which you can enjoy a splendid view
of the lake and the green of our golf course.

CAPACITY 130 PEOPLE

THE PARTY ROOM
LONG NIGHT PARTY

The ideal location to continue the party with an open bar, music
and dancing after 11pm. A very versatile space to recreate 

yours Exclusive Disco Club for one night.

CAPACITY 130 PEOPLE



CELEBRATE AT THE TABLE
LOVE AND SHARING

For us, cooking is love and sharing. This is why our menus are so different.
Dishes rich in taste to be declined at will.

Together we build wine and food itineraries from aperitifs to desserts,
on a journey to discover the true flavors of Sicily.

Special menus
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